
GRASS CONVERSATION 2
OPEN CHAT CONVERSATIN BETWEEN WIRXLI 2/JACQELENE DRINKALL AND GIJS VAN 
HESTEREN
[03:55] lizsolo Mathilde: hello gij
[03:55] wirxli2: ok
[03:55] lizsolo Mathilde: Gijs
[03:55] lizsolo Mathilde: :)
[03:56] Gijs8861: hello people hello Liz hello wixli
[03:56] wirxli2: ah
[03:56] wirxli2: hellooo
[03:56] Gijs8861: I am Gijs van Hesteren
[03:56] lizsolo Mathilde: very nice to meet you
[03:56] Gijs8861: one moment please
[03:56] wirxli2: Hi Gijs, so glad to meet you
[03:56] lizsolo Mathilde: I am lizsolo
[03:56] lizsolo Mathilde: this is wrxli 2
[03:56] wirxli2: Im Wirxli2
[03:56] Gijs8861: lovely
[03:56] lizsolo Mathilde: Wirxli 2
[03:57] Gijs8861: I'm a student
[03:57] Gijs8861: :))
[03:57] wirxli2: I have a mask on
[03:57] wirxli2: what are you studying
[03:57] lizsolo Mathilde: well thank you so much for participating in this porject!
[03:57] lizsolo Mathilde: both of you
[03:57] Gijs8861: this is my first visit to SL
[03:57] lizsolo Mathilde: oh wow
[03:57] lizsolo Mathilde: welcome
[03:58] wirxli2: this is my first visit to this seat
[03:58] lizsolo Mathilde: lol
[03:58] wirxli2: ok
[03:58] Gijs8861: haglet will be attending very soon
[03:58] Gijs8861: so cool
[03:58] lizsolo Mathilde: kay i will wait til he is here before trying to call audience in SL
[03:58] wirxli2: yes, Im a bit nervous and disoriented
[03:58] lizsolo Mathilde: do you know if the web stream is working?
[03:58] wirxli2: I have no idea what I am drinking LOL
[03:58] lizsolo Mathilde: u will be great:)
[03:58] lizsolo Mathilde: i think it is coffee
[03:58] lizsolo Mathilde: :)))
[03:58] wirxli2: ah
[03:59] wirxli2: it is steaming like I was when I was unborn, like an unformed avatar
[03:59] Gijs8861: My first Second Life conversation, tnx to Haglet.
[03:59] lizsolo Mathilde: :)
[04:00] wirxli2: I think this is my first Second LIfe conversation with someone who is not an avatar (if 
I understand correctly)
.ïӜєζ (pixel.reanimator) is onlineק [04:00]
[04:00] Gijs8861: So you're in that chair, wirxli2?
[04:00] Gijs8861: Yeah, I'm a real person, I think.



[04:01] wirxli2: although you ARE an avatar!
[04:01] Gijs8861: Am I? OMG
[04:01] wirxli2: I think so
[04:01] Gijs8861: Well, I must say you do look unconventional too. But no worry.
[04:01] wirxli2: heheheh yes
[04:02] Gijs8861: Haglet and @festinalenteNL are posting pics on twitter at the moment, of our real 
life setting
[04:02] wirxli2: that is mostly due to my other half, Jeremy Owen Turner
[04:02] lizsolo Mathilde: great
[04:02] Jo Ellsmere: You're the 'better' half, of course ;)
[04:02] lizsolo Mathilde: can u ask him about the stream?
[04:02] wirxli2: hahahha
[04:02] wirxli2: oppss
[04:02] wirxli2: Im giggling in voice
[04:02] Gijs8861: So, Jeremy has a twisted view about you, it seems
[04:03] wirxli2: apologies
[04:03] Jo Ellsmere: oh...my mic was on, as well. sorry
[04:03] wirxli2: this is chat only!
[04:03] wirxli2: for me anyway
[04:03] Gijs8861: Haglet tells me only people who are in SL can see the chat.
[04:03] lizsolo Mathilde: YES
[04:03] Jo Ellsmere: Hi. Chat only, Pye?
[04:03] lizsolo Mathilde: oops
[04:03] Gijs8861: Of course, also people who are visiting us in real Life
[04:04] wirxli2: LOL
[04:04] wirxli2: yes
[04:04] Jo Ellsmere: lol
[04:04] Jo Ellsmere: this is a PG audience ;)
[04:04] wirxli2: hehehe
[04:04] Gijs8861: Hey, wirxli2, what are we supposed to chat about again?
[04:05] wirxli2: Im not sure, but we have just survived the apocalypse ...
[04:05] Jo Ellsmere: lol
[04:05] Jo Ellsmere: barely!
[04:05] wirxli2: I would like to know what you are studying though
[04:05] Gijs8861: I was happy to wake up this morning.
[04:05] wirxli2: heheheheh
[04:05] Jo Ellsmere: :))
[04:05] wirxli2: Jo works very hard!
[04:05] Luce Laval (luce.laval) is online.
[04:05] Jo Ellsmere: if snow counts as an apocalypse...then we've had one!
[04:06] wirxli2: lots of snow Jo?
[04:06] Jo Ellsmere: yeah
[04:06] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): relog
[04:06] Gijs8861: No snow here @ Ameland, just sleet
[04:06] Jo Ellsmere: first snowplows of the season overnight
[04:06] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko) is offline.
[04:06] Jo Ellsmere: ok Pye
[04:06] wirxli2: wow, Ive never seen one
[04:06] Jo Ellsmere: lucky you!



[04:06] wirxli2: we had sun showers here
[04:06] Jo Ellsmere: braggart!
[04:06] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko) is online.
[04:07] wirxli2: big grey clouds pierced by hot summer sun
[04:07] Gijs8861: Hey guys, are you all from Newfoundland?
[04:07] Jo Ellsmere: no. I'm in the US
[04:07] Jo Ellsmere: New York state
[04:07] Gijs8861: Aha. Where?
[04:07] wirxli2: Gijs, apologies, I should introduce Jo Ellsemere and Pye
[04:07] Jo Ellsmere: near Niagara Falls :)
[04:07] Gijs8861: Would you?
[04:07] Jo Ellsmere: hello Gijs :)
[04:07] wirxli2: Im near Sydney, Australia
[04:08] Gijs8861: Really. Small world.
[04:08] wirxli2: Pye and Jo, please meet Gijs :-)
[04:08] Jo Ellsmere: Pye's in Melbourne, AU
[04:08] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): hey Gijs
[04:08] Jo Ellsmere: nice to meet you, Gijs :)
[04:08] Gijs8861: Hi Pye, Jo, nice to meet you
[04:08] Jo Ellsmere: :))
[04:08] haglet Alter is online.
[04:09] wirxli2: and there is Pixel Reanimator, whom I havn't met I don;'t think - helloooo!!!
!! ïӜєζ (pixel.reanimator): helloooooק [04:09]
(; :ïӜєζ (pixel.reanimator)ק [04:09]
[04:09] Jo Ellsmere: Is there no media stream at the moment?
[04:09] wirxli2: and Haglet!!! hello, happy doomsday all!!!
[04:09] Gijs8861: Haglet made an avatar for me. The guy's at least 30 years younger than me
[04:09] Jo Ellsmere: hello Haglet!
[04:09] wirxli2: I just see a white steamy square
[04:09] Jo Ellsmere: lol
[04:09] wirxli2: its very ganxfeld
[04:09] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): i see everyone ok
[04:09] wirxli2: ganzfeld
[04:09] Gijs8861: Media stream did not work, Haglet had a problem with his WiFi
[04:10] lizsolo Mathilde: ok
[04:10] Jo Ellsmere: oh...drat
[04:10] wirxli2: Pye can always see everything!!!
[04:10] lizsolo Mathilde: so are we going with no stream
[04:10] Gijs8861: For live pix chack twitter
[04:10] Gijs8861: Indeed, no stream, except chat stream
[04:10] Jo Ellsmere: :/
[04:10] Jo Ellsmere: only on Twitter?
[04:10] Gijs8861: Well its fun for SL newby like me
[04:11] Jo Ellsmere: I've never tweeted before!
[04:11] wirxli2: Im pretty newby too :-)
[04:11] lizsolo Mathilde: okay so we will have newbies in chat
[04:11] Jo Ellsmere: :)
[04:11] wirxli2: my other half says he is newby, but he is a lot more experienced with Sl and other 



virtual worlds than me
[04:11] Gijs8861: Jo, you don't need to tweet, just have a look. check www.twitter.com/Gijs8861
[04:11] Luce Laval (luce.laval) is offline.
[04:11] Jo Ellsmere: thanks!
[04:12] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): *looks nervously at creature in chair with slight bewilderment
[04:12] wirxli2: hehehe
[04:12] Gijs8861: Yeah, me too
[04:12] Jo Ellsmere: lol
[04:12] Jo Ellsmere: split personality!
[04:13] Gijs8861: aren't we all?
[04:13] wirxli2: I was exploded over 3 years ago, and reborn through a virtual volcano, so hey, I think 
Im doing ok
[04:13] Gijs8861: Given the circumstances I agree
[04:13] wirxli2: :-D
[04:13] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): i cannot not finbd an object like it within my menory banks, thus 
causing dilemma protocol 01347
[04:13] wirxli2: so I was not so afriad of the apocalpyse, as rebirth happens all the time
[04:14] Jo Ellsmere: that's a bad dilemma!
[04:14] Gijs8861: :-/
[04:14] wirxli2: heheheh Pye is so funny
[04:14] Gijs8861: Hey, there's Hagleet
[04:14] haglet Alter: hi all
[04:14] haglet Alter: finally
[04:14] Jo Ellsmere: Hey Haglet :)
[04:14] lizsolo Mathilde: hello haglet
[04:14] haglet Alter: :))
[04:14] wirxli2: I just made a little movie :-)
[04:15] Gijs8861: We have Jan here, he's interested visitor. Wonders if there's an app for SL
[04:15] haglet Alter: ohhhww that is very sweet
[04:15] wirxli2: ah, I use an app
[04:15] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): im an app
[04:15] Gijs8861: I just discoverd that one can move one's avatar
[04:16] Jo Ellsmere: lol
[04:16] wirxli2: yes, me too
[04:16] Jo Ellsmere: quite a learning curve in SL
[04:16] Gijs8861: Suddenly I feel very prozaic
[04:16] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): find your virtual camera sir...
[04:16] Gijs8861: No wings you know
[04:16] wirxli2: Gijs, what brought you hear, and are you in a gallery?
[04:16] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): press alt and left mouse click and drag
[04:16] wirxli2: here
[04:17] Gijs8861: What brought me her? Haglet asked me.
[04:17] wirxli2: :-)
[04:17] Gijs8861: What kind of gallery do you mean?
[04:17] Gijs8861: Haglet promised me a conversation around the world
[04:17] wirxli2: I don't know ... the other people ... how do you see them ... are you with them ... or 
elsewhere
[04:17] Gijs8861: abiout its End
[04:17] wirxli2: ?



[04:18] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): gosh prey tell wirxli2
[04:18] Gijs8861: Here with me, in real life, are Haglet, @festinalenteNL (Inge), Jan
[04:18] Jo Ellsmere: all in the same physical space?
[04:18] wirxli2: Im not sure real people exist sometimes, especially today being so apocalyptic and all
[04:19] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): the body is obsolete
[04:19] Gijs8861: Yes in the same physical space, the Museum Sorgdrager at Ameland
[04:19] Jo Ellsmere: Nice :)
[04:19] wirxli2: ah :-)
[04:19] Gijs8861: We're having chicken soup
[04:19] wirxli2: I think my other half, Jeremy Owen Turner, had a real lifer in his bedroom!
[04:19] Jo Ellsmere: No talking with food in your mouth ;))
[04:19] wirxli2: really, chicken soup?
[04:20] wirxli2: yum!!!
[04:20] wirxli2: I have coffee
[04:20] Gijs8861: Well, not really. Soup from a packiage
[04:20] haglet Alter: it's not at all my thing...
[04:20] Gijs8861: No real chickens involved, I fear
[04:20] wirxli2: ah, rations from the doomsday bunker no doubt
[04:20] Jo Ellsmere: no chickens were harmed in the production of that soup?
[04:20] Gijs8861: That's funny. :-D
[04:21] haglet Alter: I have mushroom soup
[04:21] wirxli2: ah
[04:21] wirxli2: yum
[04:21] haglet Alter: mushrooms are tasty
[04:21] wirxli2: mmm
[04:21] haglet Alter: :))
[04:21] Gijs8861: The amount of chicken in this soup is kind of homeopathic
[04:21] Jo Ellsmere: lol
[04:21] wirxli2: hehehe
[04:21] Jo Ellsmere: one part per billion
[04:22] wirxli2: its just the idea of chicken
[04:22] Gijs8861: So that our rations will last well into the doomsday age
[04:22] Gijs8861: Life is about ideas
[04:22] Jo Ellsmere: so...essentially it's vegan chicken soup ;)
[04:22] wirxli2: yes, and lead you into a world where you can eat and drink via hallucination alone
[04:22] Carla Broek is offline.
[04:23] Gijs8861: A moment pls, I have to make a tweet
[04:23] wirxli2: okie dokies
[04:23] wirxli2: hey Jo and Pye, are you on next?
[04:23] Jo Ellsmere: yep
[04:23] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): you know the ancient Norse have a doomsday... its 'whenever'.. 
far more exciting than making a date like the Mayans did
[04:23] Jo Ellsmere: :))
[04:24] Jo Ellsmere: makes much more sense
[04:24] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): could be tomorrow
[04:24] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): could be 220 yhears
[04:24] haglet Alter: we will share a photo the RL situation
[04:24] wirxli2: mmm, everyday is a doomsday for someone out there
[04:24] Jo Ellsmere: very true, wirx



[04:25] wirxli2: cool!!!
[04:25] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): for AI?
[04:25] wirxli2: photo!!!
[04:25] wirxli2: :-D
[04:25] wirxli2: evidence!
[04:25] wirxli2: of life!
[04:25] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): Ai wouldnt fall for such mundane time keeping
[04:26] Gijs8861: Haglet is trying to make a URL of our real life situation @ Ameland
[04:26] wirxli2: yay!
[04:26] haglet Alter: http://twitpic.com/bo73aj
[04:27] Jo Ellsmere: museum looks plastinated!
[04:27] Glyph Graves is online.
[04:27] Jo Ellsmere: or whatever that terms is...
[04:27] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): oh very good
[04:28] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): the sheep..
[04:28] haglet Alter: http://twitpic.com/bo6u5l
[04:28] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): umm the sheep
[04:28] wirxli2: Gijs, I see you!
[04:28] Gijs8861: Well, it is. I'm sticking to this plastic chair here
[04:28] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): whats with the sheepo sir?
[04:28] haglet Alter: it's conservation foil actually
[04:28] Gijs8861: The sheep, that's an avatar for the Ameland population
[04:28] wirxli2: ah
[04:28] haglet Alter: a symbol
[04:28] Gijs8861: symbolic of course, there are some around me
[04:28] wirxli2: Pye sometimes speaks with New Zealand accent
[04:28] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): its a great room . i like it.
[04:29] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): :I
[04:29] wirxli2: especially when she sees sheep
[04:29] Jo Ellsmere: :))
[04:29] wirxli2: :-)
[04:29] Gijs8861: Don't know a lot of New Zealanders, interesting
[04:29] Gijs8861: Nor NFL'ers
[04:29] wirxli2: they travel a lot
[04:29] Gijs8861: Do they now?
[04:29] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): they escape
[04:29] haglet Alter: http://twitpic.com/bo6jlz
[04:29] Jo Ellsmere: around the world!
[04:29] wirxli2: yes, like Australians
[04:29] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): fro topurists chasing hobbits
[04:30] Jo Ellsmere: must be a huge onslaught now
[04:31] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): NZ culture= hobbits..and stuff
[04:31] Jo Ellsmere: :)
[04:31] wirxli2: I posted the second tweet pic to my real life bioself's facebook page
[04:31] wirxli2: evidence!
[04:31] wirxli2: multiple signs of life
[04:31] haglet Alter: love that
[04:31] Gijs8861: do you have a url?
[04:32] wirxli2: oh, I (wirxli2) has a blog :-)



[04:33] wirxli2: my bioself has a website in progress, but is dementedly busy so it is stalled :-(
[04:33] Luce Laval (luce.laval) is online.
[04:33] Gijs8861: Try with wordpress or blogger, you won't need a lot of time
[04:33] wirxli2: Im just finding you my blog
[04:33] Gijs8861: I've a blog too, in Dutch. Sorry
[04:34] Gijs8861: www.gijsvanhesteren.nl
[04:34] Gijs8861: And @festinalenteNL has a picture blog
[04:34] Gijs8861: www.ingevanhesteren.nl
[04:34] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): love yr room Gijs..inspiring.
[04:34] wirxli2: so this is my bioself's facebook: https://www.facebook.com/jacquelene.drinkall
[04:34] Gijs8861: The plastic this room is wrapped in is the same plastic that's used to wrap the hay for 
the sheep on this island
[04:35] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): ooh
[04:35] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): kool
[04:35] wirxli2: and here is a the blog post that my other half, Jeremy Owen Turner, did for his earlier 
participation : http://wirxli2.blogspot.ca/2012/12/2012-end-of-daze.html
[04:35] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): in ginat rolls?
[04:35] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): layed on the field?
[04:35] Gijs8861: And there is a soundscape here, with sheep bleating. haglet built all this
[04:35] Xisuthra Lomu is online.
[04:36] wirxli2: cool, thanks for your blog Gijs
[04:36] Gijs8861: Yes Pye, great rolls lying about in the fields
[04:36] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): you can geta sheep avatar in Second life if you want
[04:36] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): that would be funny
[04:36] wirxli2: Fryske Dagen
[04:36] Jo Ellsmere: This is a nice space. I like it :)
[04:36] wirxli2: I wish I could speak Dutch
[04:37] wirxli2: Pye is so fixated on the sheep!
[04:37] Gijs8861: Dutch and English, not unlike eachother..
[04:37] Jo Ellsmere: lol
[04:37] wirxli2: Typical ...
[04:37] wirxli2: yes, they must be related
[04:37] Jo Ellsmere: nah...won't go there
[04:37] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): sheep are cool..i likethe one looking in their window
[04:37] Gijs8861: Our dutch sheep don't speak English, though
[04:37] wirxli2: LOL
[04:38] Lodro Rigdzin Wangpo (lodro.kamala) is online.
[04:38] Conover's Flight-Helper 6.3.3 (WEAR ME!): Flight-helper is ready and operational.
[04:38] Jo Ellsmere: Hello Lodro!
[04:38] haglet Alter: welcome Lodro
[04:38] wirxli2: ah, this armchair apoclypse is very calming
[04:38] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): netherland has way better farmingpractice than NZ..or 
austrlia..they are smaller
[04:38] Lodro Rigdzin Wangpo (lodro.kamala): Hello
[04:38] Gijs8861: I agree with wirli2. Better die easily
[04:38] wirxli2: ehllo Lodro!!!
[04:39] Gijs8861: Ah Lodra, is Alex, Haglet tells me
[04:39] Gijs8861: Hi Lodro
[04:39] wirxli2: yes, caffeine poisoning is possible you know



[04:39] Lodro Rigdzin Wangpo (lodro.kamala): there Gijs!
[04:39] Lodro Rigdzin Wangpo (lodro.kamala): there
[04:39] Lodro Rigdzin Wangpo (lodro.kamala):    ㋡ ☆*¨¨*:•.•:*¨* hallo hello hi holla *¨¨*:•.•:*¨*   ☆  ㋡
[04:39] Gijs8861: Another soundscape from Lodro
[04:39] wirxli2: hellloooooooooooooooooo
[04:39] lizsolo Mathilde: hi lodro!!!!
[04:40] wirxli2: lodro has an amazing dress
[04:40] Gijs8861: The world is not going to end here @ Ameland. Things happen two years later here, 
usuallly
[04:40] wirxli2: heheheh thats funny
[04:40] Jo Ellsmere: Apocalypse Delayed
[04:41] wirxli2: by that time there will be a new apocalpyse
[04:42] wirxli2: I guess it is like a pre-digital Y2K, this Mayan idea
[04:42] Lodro Rigdzin Wangpo (lodro.kamala) is offline.
[04:42] Gijs8861: Exactly, but was fun while it lasted
[04:42] wirxli2: its a system of measurement that reaches its limit
[04:42] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): but data, like time, is infinate
[04:43] Gijs8861: Since when is a system of human measurement a measure for the universe?
[04:43] wirxli2: yes, I think many Mayans are concerned with landrights and exploitation of their 
resources, so they do have real apocalypses to deal with
[04:43] Conover's Flight-Helper 6.3.3 (WEAR ME!): Flight-helper is ready and operational.
[04:43] Lodro Rigdzin Wangpo (lodro.kamala) is online.
[04:43] wirxli2: yes, never
[04:43] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): indeed
[04:43] wirxli2: the universe is infinity x infinity and more
[04:43] Gijs8861: Agree
[04:43] wirxli2: incompreghensible
[04:43] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): hopfuly some awarness will come of it for their sake
[04:44] wirxli2: but we need fictions and measurements that relate to our human proportions
[04:44] Gijs8861: Incomprehensible, yes. That's what makes it so much fun
[04:44] Jo Ellsmere: Hello Isetine :)
[04:44] Gijs8861: Mankind is somehow solipsistic in its attitude to the universe
[04:44] Isetine (isetine.heron): `Hello Jo
[04:45] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): what solipsistic mean?
[04:45] wirxli2: yes, very narcisistic
[04:45] wirxli2: narcisistic
[04:45] wirxli2: :-)
[04:45] wirxli2: I think
[04:45] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): humanistic
[04:45] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): the world still revoles around humans
[04:45] Jo Ellsmere: in our own minds
[04:46] wirxli2: yes, its not all bad, its seems to be necessary and self love is not so bad, especially if it 
helps hold the world together
[04:46] Gijs8861: So we have gotten a new chance again, humans!
[04:46] wirxli2: yeah... I quite like humans
[04:46] Lodro Rigdzin Wangpo (lodro.kamala): instead of incomprehensible, perhaps inconceivable in 
its oppositions?
[04:47] wirxli2: mmm yes
[04:47] Jo Ellsmere: at least, for the moment. Maybe someday mankind will have some real 



understanding?
[04:47] Gijs8861: Yes, I like them too
[04:47] Lodro Rigdzin Wangpo (lodro.kamala): everything both different from and identical with its 
source
[04:47] wirxli2: :-D
[04:47] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): mankind ..im not sure. AI maybe
[04:48] wirxli2: I think humans do have to think more about other lifeforms
[04:48] Jo Ellsmere: agreed
[04:48] Gijs8861: agreed
[04:48] lizsolo Mathilde: LOL
[04:48] lizsolo Mathilde: as much as we can
[04:48] lizsolo Mathilde: isalnders
[04:49] wirxli2: and speculate more in general
[04:49] wirxli2: virtual worlds help us speculate
[04:49] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): like
[04:50] Gijs8861: like too
[04:50] wirxli2: Hey Gijs, Im still so curious to know what you study?
[04:51] wirxli2: apocyptic avatars!!!
[04:51] wirxli2: hahahahah
[04:51] Jo Ellsmere: :))
[04:51] wirxli2: apocalyptic
[04:51] Gijs8861: Well, I'm not axactly a real student. Was never a success at schools and universities.
[04:51] Jo Ellsmere: that doesn't mean you're not a *real* student!
[04:51] Gijs8861: So I startded studuing real life
[04:51] wirxli2: ah, like the best students
[04:52] Gijs8861: I hope so and sometimes I think so
[04:52] wirxli2: cool
[04:52] Gijs8861: Being an autodidact gives one lots of freedom. Of thought mainly
[04:53] wirxli2: wirxli2 relies far too much on his bioself for his knowledge
[04:53] wirxli2: yes
[04:53] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): cherio..im to go set up a bit ofa show ..
[04:53] wirxli2: by Pye!!!
[04:53] Jo Ellsmere: be there shortly, Pye
[04:53] Gijs8861: On the other hand, Dutch society seems not to function without certificated 
professional evidence
[04:53] lizsolo Mathilde: Pye and jo have a piece starting shirtly
[04:53] Pye (pyewacket.kazyanenko): nice to be here
[04:53] lizsolo Mathilde: so wirxli and Gijs
[04:54] haglet Alter: thank you
[04:54] lizsolo Mathilde: if there is anything you would like to add as cncluding thoughts for this 
conversation
[04:54] Lodro Rigdzin Wangpo (lodro.kamala): that is true, we're certificate oriented
[04:54] wirxli2: thanks so much for your presence and contributions Pye and Jo :-)
[04:54] wirxli2: yes
[04:54] Jo Ellsmere: :) yw wirx
[04:55] Gijs8861: Okay, and best wishes of 2013, the year we will not have an apocalypse
ïӜєζ (pixel.reanimator): ty allק [04:55]
[04:55] wirxli2: do you think the apocalypse has increased consumer spending for Xmas?
[04:55] haglet Alter: thank you all



[04:55] lizsolo Mathilde: lol
[04:55] wirxli2: bye Pixel?
[04:55] Jo Ellsmere: This was an interesting conversation. Thank you all!
[04:55] lizsolo Mathilde: thank you haglet very much
[04:55] haglet Alter: bye bye
[04:55] wirxli2: Pixel!
[04:56] Lodro Rigdzin Wangpo (lodro.kamala): rather the opposite i think
[04:56] Lodro Rigdzin Wangpo (lodro.kamala): bye all
[04:56] Luce Laval (luce.laval) is offline.
[04:56] haglet Alter: it was my pleasure
[04:56] wirxli2: ah
[04:56] lizsolo Mathilde: it has been a pleasure to host Grass Conversations and I hope we can do many 
more of these
[04:56] Gijs8861: Of course, God forbid that we couldn't spend all our money
[04:56] wirxli2: thanks everyone, lovelly to meet you all
[04:56] lizsolo Mathilde: Gijs, thank you so very much for being here
(; :ïӜєζ (pixel.reanimator)ק [04:56]
[04:56] Lodro Rigdzin Wangpo (lodro.kamala): exactly! haha
[04:56] haglet Alter: I see this as a sweet pilot
[04:56] Gijs8861: Thank you too
[04:56] haglet Alter: :))
[04:56] lizsolo Mathilde: and Wirxli 2, wonderful to have you
[04:56] lizsolo Mathilde: yes haglet
[04:56] Gijs8861: :-)
[04:56] wirxli2: Thanks so much Gijs :-)
[04:56] Gijs8861: :-)
[04:56] lizsolo Mathilde: a really lovely project:))
[04:56] Gijs8861: Well done, Haglet!
[04:57] lizsolo Mathilde: yes haglet
[04:57] haglet Alter: kiss kiss
[04:57] haglet Alter: :))
[04:57] lizsolo Mathilde: Congratulations!
[04:57] lizsolo Mathilde: xoxoxo
[04:57] wirxli2: I love it ... Gijs didn;t seem to think I was too weird
[04:57] Gijs8861: Meeeheeeheeh says the sheep next to me
[04:57] lizsolo Mathilde: haha
[04:57] wirxli2: hehehehehe
[04:57] haglet Alter: lol
[04:57] Dousa Dragonash is online.
[04:57] wirxli2: I better sterch my legs
[04:57] Gijs8861: Me too bye bye
[04:58] wirxli2: byeeeee
[04:58] wirxli2: bye from me too
ïӜєζ (pixel.reanimator): of to the glitch byeק [04:58]
[04:58] haglet Alter: hahahaha
[04:58] wirxli2: wow...look at this lovely little avatar
[04:59] Isetine (isetine.heron): hehe
[04:59] wirxli2: so cute



[04:59] Isetine (isetine.heron): thanks
[04:59] Isetine (isetine.heron): I get that a lot
[04:59] wirxli2: I bet
[04:59] wirxli2: !!!
[04:59] Xisuthra Lomu is offline.
[04:59] Isetine (isetine.heron) smiles
[04:59] Isetine (isetine.heron): you are pretty impressive yourself
[05:00] wirxli2: heheheh
[05:00] wirxli2: thank you
[05:00] wirxli2: Im a bit singed
[05:00] wirxli2: bit burnt
[05:00] wirxli2: and I have a mask on :-)
[05:01] Isetine (isetine.heron): I'm sorry RL has me suddenly Distracted
[05:01] Sca Shilova is online.
[05:01] haglet Alter: thank you for attending Isetine
[05:02] Isetine (isetine.heron): brb don't mind me


